


Passenger Experience



Match the answer with the question  

Hampste

ad  

8,600

2 87

1285

What % of 

students use the 

bus at least once 

a week?

How many 

tonnes does a 

double decker 

weigh? 

How many 

passengers can 

fit onto a double 

decker bus? 

How many years 

does it take to 

train as a bus 

driver?

How many buses 

are there in 

London?

250, 000

How much does 

it cost to run a 

double decker 

bus for a year?





One metre

Your 

height + 

one step 

back

Two steps

How far should you stand back from the kerb?



Always touch in with your ZIP card. Really important...

...to trace where people are in case of emergency.

...to monitor how busy the buses are!



What do you find most annoying about bus travel and why?

Which behaviours have the most impact on other passengers?

Which positive behaviours were displayed in the film?

Watch the film and think about the questions below

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNMiiTRXPdI&list=PLtnlusA0ZoggfFJdYENoBnWWbfq7c_ppe&index=6


Parents with small children Over 65s

Secondary School Pupils AdultsPrimary School Pupils

How might each age group be affected 

by anti-social behaviour on buses?

Anyone can feel 

intimidated for different 

reasons

Preconceptions and 

stereotypes can cloud our 

judgements!



MOST SEVERE

LEAST SEVERE

Ranking Behaviours

Pushing other passengers

Being rude to bus driver

Standing on stairs

Fighting

Swearing

Not touching in

Standing on top deck

Trying to get off before stop

Playing music on loud speaker

How might people be affected?

Is there a risk of injury or death?



Fighting

Being rude 

to bus 

driver

Trying to 

get off 

before stop

Standing 

too close to 

kerb

Not 

Touching in

Standing 

on stairs

Pushing 

other 

passengers

Swearing

Playing 

music on 

loud  

speaker

MOST SEVERE

LEAST SEVERE

Why might people 

behave in this way?

Peer 

pressure?

Boredom?

Unaware of 

dangers or 
consequences?

Desire for 

excitement?

Lack of 

consideration?

Pushed 

for time?

Impatience?

Showing 

off?

Emotional 

immaturity?

Something 
else?

Choose 2 

and discuss



Consequences of different behaviours
Choose TWO situations and discuss the possible consequences

Situation Consequences

Standing too close to kerb
could be hit by wing mirror, driver could 

decide not to stop…

Standing or sitting on the stairs

Pushing other passengers

Not touching in

Being rude to the driver

Fighting

Trying to get off before stops





Drivers look out for our safety and help keep London moving 

They deserve our respect!

What are some of the responsibilities of a Bus Driver?

ROAD 

SAFETY
Monitoring the 

road - including 
cars, cyclists and 

pedestrians

VEHICLE 

SAFETY
Bus capacity,

line of vision, 
passengers 

on stairs

PASSENGER 

NEEDS
Wheelchairs, 

Buggies, Elderly, 
mobility or visual 

impairments

MONITORING 

CCTV
Buses can have 

up to 16 
cameras!





When you get off...

Never cross 

in front...

...or behind 

the bus

The driver and other road users may not see you!



Drop-a-stop

Is there a way you could make your journey more active...?

Why not add a 10 minute walk to your journey?

Start your day feeling energised!

Reduce your carbon footprint!



What can you do if you experience 

antisocial behaviour on public transport?

TELL THE DRIVER 

Move away 

Tell the driver at the next stop

Drivers can get Emergency 

assistance immediately!

REPORT IT ONLINE

online.met.police.uk

SPEAK TO A MEMBER 

OF SCHOOL STAFF 



Improving the Passenger Experience – What can YOU do?

Stand back from the kerb Don’t push! Make sure you touch in

Move down inside the bus! Don’t stand or sit on 

the stairs

Offer your seat to those 

less able to stand



Comic Strip Competition!

We need your help to raise awareness of behaviour on buses

Create 3 or 4 comic frames that encourage young people to show 

consideration for other passengers and bus drivers

Winners will have their design displayed at the London Transport Museum and will 
also receive an exclusive prize bundle!

This is your chance to be creative! 




